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NOTE ON THE WORD J
WHEN the recently-discovered apologia of Nestorius entitled the
lia^jL of Heraclides was first made known, the word was taken in
its usual commercial sense and rendered ' Bazaar', though the applica-
tion was difficult; but in an article in the Revue de I'Orient Chretien
xiv 208 M. Nau pointed out that the word is a rendering of irpay-
fjMTtCa, and, as that word often means ' treatise', its Syriac equivalent
may in accordance with the common practice of translating Greek
words into Syriac without regard to Syriac usage also bear that meaning;
and I now wish to call attention to a passage which supports this
explanation and throws further light on the meaning of the word.
In the so-called Zacharias Rhetor (ix 13; Artec. Syr. iii 266), in
a letter from the patriarch Severus to Julian of Halicarnassus, occurs
the following passage: *. u \ Li**. )>o_i.J )->««>, l 7
j Jji*flo u ^ e Uuoo^» ^.». These
clauses are copied by Michael the Syrian (ed. Chabot, p. 301), who,
besides verbal changes, has the following variants: after oik/ insert
Jl; »o for the first ^»; : in place of the last five words o»X3 jLoLs^a^o
M^, l»»*. 1^J.L|» ) ^ / : and in the independent translation of this letter
by Paul of Callinicus (Brit. Mus. Add. MS 17200 f. 5 vb) they run as
follows: [ « ] o 3 ^ u u^. !•>•». JLio^j j l o a o Ivi...*. JJio /
From a comparison of the two versions we see that the same word is
represented in one by IJ^J-17 and in the other by L<^x, and must, as
is clear from the context, have denoted some kind of literary composi-
tion, though no such meaning is assigned to icsj.1/ in Payne Smith's
Thesaurus. In my translation of 'Zacharias' I adopted Dr Hamilton's
suggestion that this «^J.)7 was a distinct word, a denominative verb
from J l i?^; but in the light of the title of Ne.storius's apologia and of
M. Nau's article it seems clear that it represents irpayfiarvjofMi in its
literary meaning; and the exact sense of 7rpay/xaTeuo/Mu when applied
to literary composition may be seen from the examples given in
Stephanus and in Liddell and Scott, especially from the passage from
Plato's Apology (22 B), where in speaking of the works of the poets
Socrates says, a pjoi CSOKCI JIAKUTTO. ireirpa.y{ia.Tev<r6ai avrots, ' those to
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which they seemed to me to have given most trouble'. The meaning
of i^U/ is therefore ' work out', ' elaborate', and in the passage of
' Zacharias' I read .3 for >^f with Michael and Paul, and li^o for
L»«*.f with Paul, and render: ' For, if you had sent me a small question
and subject of investigation, perhaps I should have used few words in
making answer; but, since it is a tome of many lines and a whole
treatise that you have worked out and sent to me.' Accordingly the
title of the new work of Nestorius is in Greek Upayfiarda 'Hpo/cXtiSov,
and ih English 'The Elaboration of Heraclides', though in ordinary
usage the word irpayiiartia is practically equivalent to ' treatise'.
E. W. BROOKS.
MINUSCULE MS EVAN. 559 (XI CENT.).
THIS MS was given to Sion College, London, by Mr Edward Payne,
but its previous history is unknown. The fact that what appears to be
the Coptic xx is used occasionally for /*, may perhaps point to Egypt as
its place of origin. At St Mk. v 25 sq. the following note appears in
the margin, written vertically by a later hand: A T^S dytas Bap/?apas.
This might perhaps give some clue as to where the MS was used. It
was examined by Dr Gregory in 1883, and appears in his list as No. 559
(Scrivener's list: 518). There are 155 leaves, containing St Mt. x 18
(a\6rja-€a-0t)—St John ix 14 (ftroujo-ev), so that many leaves are now
missing both at the beginning and at the end. There are also several
lacunae, and as the MS is greatly damaged on the top by exposure to
damp and subsequent careless handling, the first four or five lines of each
page are nearly always - illegible, and sometimes missing altogether.
Only one leaf is complete. The TITXOI and their numerals are written
in gold; also the capital letters with which, as a rule, the 1st; 7th, 13th,
19th, and 24th (last) lines begin, and most of the stops, commas, and
signs of interrogation. The writing is extremely neat, and there are
very few mistakes. The full system of accentuation is used, but iota
subscript and ascript are not found. Double grave accents are used
very frequently with ptv and 81; also, in a few cases, with val and &.v,
such accents being generally written in gold. Puncta diaeresis are found
fairly frequently on 1 and v, once on furj. N tycXjaxmicov is used
regularly. There are a few corrections in the text, chiefly consisting
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